For DB2 Connect
The daily demand for information in today’s business is ever increasing. Companies need to consider
making tactical investments in a solution that is part of their overall enterprise design.
ESI Software ManageWare solutions are designed to increase productivity and performance by enabling
operators to manage their systems 24x7. With out of the box availability, and automated recovery
actions, ESI Software ManageWare provides maximum capabilities for your IT business needs.

To give users timely access to their data, you need DB2 Connect to be configured and functioning
properly. If everything is running correctly, your users and applications can access their data
when they need it with peak availability, reliability and performance. With ManageWare, you don’t
have to hire and train additional administrative resources to manage and monitor your middleware
solution manually. ManageWare alerts you to possible problems often before users are aware of them.

ManageWare for DB2 Connect gives you the ability to monitor and administrate your middleware
from the same console that supports your other applications, operating systems and databases. The
ESI Software DB2 Connect KM enables optimum availability and reliability via continuous monitoring.
The KM features automated e-mail and paging, automated recovery actions, historical performance
analysis and sophisticated troubleshooting features.

Performance Benefits
•Detects potential DB2 Connect problems, triggering automatic escalation of warnings and
alarms including e-mail and pager notification of support personnel.
•Increases administrator productivity by enabling proactive management, problem diagnosis
and troubleshooting using our expert help accumulated through years of middleware
consulting experience.
•Provides response-time monitoring to enhance administrators understanding of performance
levels and helps them identify performance bottlenecks.
•Provides a uniform, graphical front-end via a centralized console, eliminating the need
to learn multiple management tools.
•The monitoring solution for DB2 Connect links to additional Knowledge Modules including
DB2 UDB-EEE and OS/390, to complete the enterprise-wide monitoring solution.
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ESI Software is a software consulting and development firm which focuses linking the IT and
business metric, while using management and business application data to improve the business
process and enhance cost recovery. ESI Software ManageWare solutions are designed to help
organizations gain control of their complex infrastructure implementations and begin to see value
in their investments. Our services offerings cover the complete life-cycle of your implementation,
from assessment and proof of concept, through implementation, training and long-term support.
In addition to accomplishing the task at hand, we always strive to give our customers the knowledge
they need to become more self-sufficient, as well as gain insight into the technology options
available to them.
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